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and systems available to you and your business
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Overview

The aim of this document is to assist you in reviewing COSHH assessments and systems available to you and your
business. This is an aid for you to decide how to ensure your compliance with the law. To do this we ﬁrst need to
understand a little about COSHH and what is expected of your company to comply:
All businesses in the UK have to comply with Health and Safety regulations, it’s a legal requirement to protect
employees and those around them from harm. COSHH or Control of Substances Hazardous to Health particularly
focuses on the use of hazardous substances.
Risk assessment is not just a paper exercise. It’s about taking sensible steps to prevent ill health. You need to know
how workers are exposed, and to how much, before you can decide if you need to do anything to reduce their
exposure. The COSHH Regulations require employers to assess the risk to their employees, and to prevent or
adequately control those risks.
Substances or products that are relevant to COSHH may surprise some people however they have hazardous
properties and can cause injury, disease or death. Substances can take many forms and include:
Oil(s)

Grease

Vapours

Lubricants

Glues

Mists

Marker Pens

Building Materials

Cleaning Substances

Masonry Gases

Nanotechnology Gases and
Asphyxiating gases

Bleach or Disinfectants

Chemicals

Polishes

Products containing chemicals
Fumes

Screen wipes
Dyes

Dusts
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Biological agents (germs)
Germs that cause diseases such
as leptospirosis or legionnaires
disease and germs used in
laboratories.

About COSHH Risk Assessment from the HSE (Health and Safety Executive) and information to remember:
1. A safety data sheet is not a risk assessment. You should use the information it contains to help make your
own risk assessment.
2. A generic risk assessment is not something you can just put your company name on and adopt wholesale
without any thought. This would not satisfy the law - and would not be eﬀective in protecting people.
3. Even where the hazards are the same, the control measures you adopt may have to be diﬀerent from
those in the examples to meet the particular conditions in your workplace.

5. As an employer or a self-employed person, you are responsible for health and safety in your business. You
can delegate the task, but ultimately you are responsible. You will need to make sure that whoever does
the risk assessment has visited your place of work and has involved your workers in the process.
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4. A risk assessment will only be eﬀective if you and your staﬀ act on it. It is important that you follow
through with any actions required and review it on a regular basis.
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Type(s) of COSHH Risk Assessments

Firstly below we have reviewed the 3 most commonly used types of risk assessments found and used in all diﬀerent
business environments and look at the basic positives and negatives of each:

Type 1: Single Page Assessment (see Example 1 on page 16)
Often considered as a task based assessment for a speciﬁc substance. However, such an assessment only considers
the substance and the person’s exposure. This type only reﬂects either one particular substance use or its generic
use. A substance based assessment does not consider a number of aspects, for example, the environment it is being
used in.
Example of a substance based assessment: The substance based assessment for using WD-40 would identify it as
being ﬂammable.
However, a compliant task based assessment could consider that the WD-40 is being used in a conﬁned space
where you could inhale the substance the moment is it sprayed. It would also be able to include the risk of it being
sprayed near hot surfaces which could potentially ignite the substance or give oﬀ more toxic fumes. Therefore the
task may require the use of simple RPE (Respiratory Protective Equipment) to be included as a control measure.

Type 2: 2 Part Risk Assessment (see Examples 1 & 2 on pages 16 and 17)
Uses a risk assessment to assess the task and the substance assessment to risk assess the substance use. This means
a minimum of two reference points for the person to carry out the task and would require the need for clear cross
referencing between the two documents.
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This type has the risk of having two diﬀerent sets of control measures for the same task. This may cause confusion at
a time where confusion is least wanted. Furthermore how would the assessment cover two substances in one task
and keep it clear for the operator to understand?

Type 3: Task Based (see Example 3 starting on page 18)
This system is preferred by many and unquestionably the most satisfactory and legally compliant risk assessment
out of these 3 types. It includes all of the information within one document avoiding potential confusion caused by
the other types of system.
This type of assessment can refer to multiple substances, detail the task being carried out step by step, highlight
hazards individually, refer to particular PPE to be used for that hazard and at which point, provide speciﬁc emergency
controls for that hazard should something happen. There are many other beneﬁts of this type of assessment that
you should consider.
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The following table considers the positives and negatives of these different COSHH risk assessments in more detail:

Type 1 – Substance based

Type 2 – 2 part risk assessment

Type 3 - Task based COSHH
assessment system

Simple substance based COSHH assessment
only

Uses a task risk assessment with an attached
substance based COSHH assessment

Uses one assessment document to cover
both the task and substance COSHH
elements

POSITIVES

POSITIVES

POSITIVES

Substance based assessments are quick and
easy to produce

The task risk assessment does cover the task

Task based assessments are legally
compliant

Minimal input required from end user

System has potential to be compliant if
completed and used correctly

Assessments consider all risks for both the
task and substance use
Assessments can cover multiple substances
in the one document

Assessments are likely to be one page in
length

NEGATIVES

NEGATIVES

This system reduces number of documents
required for a task

Substance based assessments are noncompliant against COSHH requirements

If used incorrectly, system will not fully
assess substance use in the task

Minimises risk of employees using the
wrong risk assessment or substance

Content of the assessments will have been
copied from the safety data sheet

Assessments are unlikely to reﬂect use of
multiple substances in a speciﬁc task or
consider multiple substances

PPE requirements will reﬂect the task and
substance use in the assessment

The produced assessments do not cover the
tasks involved

Potential for the documents to be stored
in separate locations and could cause
confusion or mix-up

Emergency procedures and controls can be
considered for all hazards in the task

The assessments will not consider
emergencies speciﬁc to your workplace

Both types of assessments are not
integrated into one document creating
need for cross-referencing

COSHH assessment elements of the task risk
assessment are speciﬁc to the substance’s
use in the task

Each assessment can only cover one
substance

Risk of employees using the wrong risk
assessments if not cross-referenced
correctly

NEGATIVES

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) may
not have been included in the SDS and
therefore subsequently missed from the
assessment

Both assessments may have conﬂicting PPE
requirements or controls that could confuse
individuals undertaking task(s)

Can be extremely diﬃcult to implement
without use of software and expensive to
create in-house

Assessment does not consider the
individuals that could be exposed

Emergency procedures and controls not
considered for all hazards

Without software, the documents can look
untidy and diﬃcult to understand

Assessment will not cover all required
controls or restrictions

Potential issue of multiple COSHH
assessments for one substance and risk of
an individual using the wrong one

Assessments are likely to be completed by
the system providers with no knowledge of
your site

Assessment might not consider two
substances contaminating or contacting
one another in a task
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Risk Assessment Management System(s)

Now we have reviewed types of risk assessment we need to consider the options of system available.
The ﬁrst and most commonly used before online software systems became more readily available is the in-house
paper based system or those which incorporated a software package such as Microsoft Excel or Word.
Below we have provided you with information on a paper based system to assist you in your compliance.

3.1

What does an in-house task based system need to include?

The following information provides a brief description of the elements that would need to be implemented to create
your own COSHH management system:
1) To implement a COSHH system, the ﬁrst step is to create (and maintain) a COSHH Policy and the other documents
required to manage the process. The minimum required documents are:
a. COSHH Policy (guidance on content is supplied with this pack on page 11)
b. Communication form (supplied in this pack on page 12)
c. Substance inventory sheet (supplied in this pack on page 13)
d. Risk Assessment form (supplied in this pack on pages 14 and 15)
2) The second step of your COSHH assessment system is to gather the required Safety Data Sheets (SDS). To do this,
you need to undertake the following steps:
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a. List all substances used or stored within all workplace environments on the inventory sheet (supplied
sheet in this pack) including the location they are used or stored for later referral. Don’t forget vehicles
oﬀsite, oﬀsite works, cleaner cupboards, storage cabinets & washrooms.
b. Contact the suppliers or manufacturers of each substance to request the latest revision SDSs for your
product or substance.
3) Once you have gathered your safety data sheets, they will have to be checked to ensure they are for the UK
market. Each SDS will also need to be checked for updates on a minimum of an annual basis. This will have to be
done through contacting your substance suppliers and manufacturers to ask if there have been updates.
4) When the substance inventory has been completed, each substance then needs to be included within a task
based risk assessment using the assessment form provided in this pack or one you have created yourself.
5) Upon completion of each risk assessment, an individual with the approved level of authority (as deﬁned in your
COSHH policy) needs to authorise the risk assessment and any further actions in it. The regulation stipulates a
competent person should carry out risk assessment.
www.nationalsafetycentre.co.uk

6) Each authorised risk assessment needs to be communicated to the individuals aﬀected by the task and
appropriate evidence of communication needs to be recorded. You will be able to use the communication form
sheet supplied to do this.
7) With each risk assessment, there is potential for further controls or further actions to be identiﬁed. These will need
to be managed through to implementation.
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8) There are a number of potential reasons for why a risk assessment needs to be reviewed, these include:
a. An updated safety data sheet is supplied.
b. Task changes due to changes in the process, substances, equipment, individuals aﬀected or location.
c. New hazards have been identiﬁed for the task.
9) There are two elements of training within the COSHH system that you will need to consider:
a. The individuals nominated to undertake the risk assessments need to be competent to do so. You will
need to consider the standard of information you require in each assessment.
b. The individuals undertaking the task(s) assessed may require training in using the identiﬁed controls.

Paper based in-house system process

RA FORM

SUBSTANCE
INVENTORY

7

COMMS
SHEET

POLICY
DOCUMENTS
(1)

RAs
SDSs
SDS Inventory
(2a)

SDS Gathering
(2b)

YOU
Review Risk
Assessments (8)

SDS Updates
(3)
Training
(9)

Produce Risk
Assessments (4)

Approve Risk
Assessments (5)

Further
Action (7)

NOTE : the numbers in brackets correspond to the text in this section
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What are the elements of a good system?

The following information provides a brief description of where a good system will provide additional benefits above
a paper based system:

Online based system from a provider

RA FORM

SUBSTANCE
INVENTORY

COMMS
SHEET

POLICY
DOCUMENTS

RAs
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SDSs

YOU
Review Risk
Assessments

SDS Inventory
SDS Updates

Produce Risk
Assessments

Training
SDS Gathering

Approve Risk
Assessments

Communication

KEY :

time-saving service undertaken by system provider
ease-of-use functionality supported by system provider

www.nationalsafetycentre.co.uk
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o

Good systems are generally based online providing a number of beneﬁts:

o

Risk assessments are easy to manage, ﬁnd and update.

o

Includes ﬁle back-ups and security for your data.

o

Provides the ability to use email communication to aid in communicating both risk assessments and actions.

o

User accounts and locations can be managed to ensure individuals have access to the correct information
they require.

o

Additional documents can be added / attached to your assessments.

o

There may be a spell-checker build in to speed up the assessment process.

o

Providers of online systems will provide the required training documents and user guides to help you setup
and use their system.

o

The required documentation (e.g. COSHH policy and risk assessment forms) will be supplied with the system
ready for use.

o

The system would produce risk assessments that are easy to read and understand.

o

Action management would be tagged to the risk assessments you create.

o

The system will include both GHS and CLP regulations for the symbols and phrases you need to use for your
risk assessments.

o

The system provider manages your safety data sheet (SDS) needs once you have created your inventory.
Includes SDS acquisition through to 6 monthly update checks.

o

The system should highlight the assessments which require reviewing following a safety data sheet update.

o

The system should email alert you to assessment review dates approaching, SDS updates in your library &
remind you of those requiring review via tasks for you and colleagues to view.

o

A good system would retain an archive of previous assessments and SDSs you have used.

9
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Summary comparison of in-house systems vs. system providers:

The following table provides a summary comparison of where a provided system will provide benefit:

10

System Elements

In-house (paper based)

System provider (online system)

DOCUMENTS

You will have to create every document

Documents are likely to be provided with
the system

SDS MANAGEMENT

You will have to identify & manage
the SDS document from acquisition to
updates

You will only have to identify the
substances you use and search then add

CREATING / REVIEWING RISK ASSESSMENTS

Re-writing each assessment and paper
copy archives could become untidy

Quicker and easier to make changes
before printing document

COPYING RISK ASSESSMENTS

You would have to start again on paper

The system will allow you to create a copy
of the assessment to modify

COMMUNICATING ASSESSMENTS

You will have to pass the paper copy
round

You can email, provide access or print the
risk assessments

MANAGING ACTIONS

Using a paper based system has the
potential to lose key information

Online systems make it easier to monitor
action progress across multiple locations

SYSTEM TRAINING

Only you will be able to train your
employees to use the system

System training guides are provided with
the system

STORING RISK ASSESSMENTS

You could lose an assessment and need to
start again

This system includes a backup of your
information

ARCHIVE OF DOCUMENTS

Files of paper would have to be stored and
managed

Systems will provide archive of
assessments and SDSs

www.nationalsafetycentre.co.uk
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What to include when creating your COSHH Policy:

Your COSHH policy will set out the standards you want to achieve and needs to include speciﬁc elements, both for
guidance and structure.

Scope and Purpose:
Consider why you want a COSHH policy and tell the readers about it. Set out the policy’s objectives and what you
want to achieve as a business.

Definitions:
Provide information on the types of substances that individuals may come into contact with. E.g. carcinogenic
substances may cause cancer. Don’t forget to identify and explain any other key terms that need to be considered.

Roles & Responsibilities:
Describe the diﬀerent responsibilities within the business. Think about the diﬀerent levels of your business, who
will undertake the risk assessments and who needs to be involved in them. E.g. a Senior Manager has overall
responsibility for the COSHH policy and Employees have to comply with the risk assessments.

COSHH Risk Assessment process:
You need to consider a number of elements in the risk assessment process:
o

Who is going to be involved and at what stages;

o

Where you will get information from to complete a risk assessment;

o

Who is going to undertake the assessments.

11

Once you have created your COSHH Policy, you will need to produce the risk assessment form, inventory form and
communication sheet to use with the policy.
Alternatively, you can use the forms and sheets provided within this pack.
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Communication sheet:

This sheet is to be used to record that employees have read authorised risk assessments prior to undertaking a task.
Where a task is undertaken on a regular basis, the risk assessment should be on hand to allow individuals to refer to it.

Risk Assessment
name:

Risk Assessment
reference number:

Please read the risk assessment identiﬁed above and sign below to conﬁrm that you have been informed of the
hazards, risks and control measures associated with the task:
PRINT NAME

SIGNATURE

DATE

12
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Substance Inventory Sheet:

This sheet can be used to record the substances used within you company or at one specific location:

Risk Assessment
name:

Risk Assessment
reference number:

Date inventory
was compiled:

Compiled by:

Please provide the following information on all the substances used within your area:
PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT CODE

MANUFACTURER / SUPPLIER

SDS AVAILABLE (YES / NO)

13
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Have you considered alternative substances? (if yes, describe)

Sevron Ltd, Company No. 06053767 Registered in England & Wales, Visit www.sevron.co.uk

10

8

What hazardous substances are being used in this task?

9

Members of the public

Contractors

Area

Freq. used

Signature

Date

Completed by

Circle a classification system:

Quantity

Duration

Service users

Visitors

CHIP or GHS

Disabled

Employees

Other

New and expectant mothers

Operator (s)

Who are the people affected by this task? (tick boxes)

Application Method

7

What is the task being assessed?

6

Risk assessor

Internal Ref.

Risk Assessment Form:

Manufacturer

4

Location

3

Process title

5

7

Product Name And Code

2

Task title

COSHH ASSESSMENT & SYSTEM REVIEW GUIDE
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TASK RISK ASSESSMENT FORM : Task Data Collection (Part 1 of 2)
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Is there a requirement for health surveillance? (if yes, describe)

Signature

Date

Assessed by

Controls in place

3

Negligible
Slight
Moderate
High
Very High

Maximum Severity

What personal protection equipment is required? (i.e. Type, Colour, BSEN Number)

Hazard from the task

What are the hazards of the task? (i.e. Fire, Spillage, Waste, Disposal, WELs)

2

1

TASK RISK ASSESSMENT FORM : Task Data Collection (Part 2 of 2)

4

Very unlikely
Unlikely
Possible
Likely
Very Likely

Likelihood

Emergency Procedures

Review Term

Internal Ref.

NSC
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Example 1: Substance based assessment

Substance details:
Substance name
Supplier
Form
Solid

Cif Floor Cleaner Ocean
Tesco
Liquid

X

SDS ref 8564385/3/16.06.2009
Powder
Gel

Gas

Risks (tick where applicable):
Toxic

Harmful / Irritant

Oxidising

Cor
Corrosive

Dangerous to
environment

Flammable

Highly Flammable

Extremelyy Flammable

No
Not Cl
Classiﬁed

Type of exposure:

Skin contact X Eye contact

EX
A
NO M
P
T F LE
O R ON
US LY
E

Very Toxic

Risks (tick where applicable):

gestion
estion
X Ingestion

X

Inhalation

State
te Safety Phrases

S2 – Keep away from chi
children
ch
n

S25 – Avoid contac
contact w
h eyes
yes
with

Controls:

Can substance be eliminated?

16

Tick applicable PPE
Dust mask

No Can it be changed fo
for a safer
afer
er
No Can substanc
substance be used in
form
option?
another fo
anoth
Gloves
X
Ey protection
Eye
otection
ection
Face shield
Coveralls
Breathing apparat
apparatu
apparatus
Safety footwear
Other (state)

Identify additional control
rol / requirements from SDS hhere:

Beware of slippery
pery
ery ﬂoors if substance is spilled.
sp d.

First Aid and Emergenc
Emergency Arrangements
rrangements (provide deta
details here):

Rinse skins and eye thoroughly
ghly if contact is made with the substance.

Storage / Transport / Disposal Requirements:
www.nationalsafetycentre.co.uk

Keep in original container and store in cleaner's cupboard.

If spilled, clean area with water and dispose of it normally.

Name:

Signed:

Date:

COSHH ASSESSMENT & SYSTEM REVIEW GUIDE

19 / 10 / 2011

Review October 2011
Date:

No
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Example 2: Task based assessment

Controls:
Task name:
Assessor (s):
Identify people
aﬀected:

Cleaning the entrance ﬂoor
Employees X

Visitors

Location:
RA Ref:
X
Contractors

Main oﬃce
RA005
Other
Contracted Cleaner
(state)

Identify additional control / requirements from SDS here:

EX
A
NO M
P
T F LE
OR ON
US LY
E

Beware of slippery ﬂoors if substance is spilled.

Risks and Controls:

Hazard(s)
Risk of injury from ﬂoor being
slippery when wet

Controls
d to
o identify ﬂoor is wet.
Signs used
ndertaken
dertaken when employees
empl
ve left work.
Task undertaken
have
Cleaners
footwear
aners
ners wear appropriate foo
foot
ar with
ith good grip.

L
1

S
2

RR
2

Risk of injury when handling / using Bucket has wheels on it for easyy movement.
Bucket is ﬁlled at ﬂoor le
the bucket of water
level using designated tap.

1

2

2

Risk of injury when moving ﬂoor
mats

Floor mats are small
sm and
nd easy to move.
Contracted cleaners
cle rs and employees are traine
train in manual
trained
handling tte
iques.
ques.
techniques.

1

1

1

g substance
Use of ﬂoor cleaning

Refer to
t Cif Floor
oor Cleaner Ocean substance
subs
substa
assessment.

1

2

2
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KEY: L = Likelihood (1 to 5) S = Severity
everity (1 to 5) RR = Risk
Ri Rating (1 to 25)
Ris
Actions:

Action Owner

Name:

Date:

Signed:

Actionee

19 / 10 / 2011

Target Date

Review October 2011
Date:

COSHH ASSESSMENT & SYSTEM REVIEW GUIDE
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Details
sk
No actions required for this task
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Example 3: Sevron task based risk assessment
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Example 3: Sevron task based risk assessment, cont...
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Example 3: Sevron task based risk assessment, cont...
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